One day a clothe name Attappay who deliver barley for his community. He delivered a baby boy with a Story with the life. As soon as the baby was born and out of the womb, her voice of Attappay crying and last from the voice of Attappay. The doctor yelled as happiness of the joy of this strong baby. But sadly the mother and father didn't want to keep him up for adoption. So the doctor said: I'll adopt him. So the doctor was allowed to adopt him.

The doctor said: You shall be: 14. 14. She always wanted this name as Oorschow. He said with excitement

Over the years Attappay and Oorschow became a bond of brother and son. Sometimes Oorschow who was adopted would feel the natural father and son bond. So he didn't feel completely as a son. At some Oorschow was old enough to go to school. Her father Attappay said: you have to go to school. So you can educate yourself and grow strong as a son and then into a man. Oorschow pleaded and said: no because I don't want to.

You fooled.

So Attappay raised Oorschow almost out with soap. As Oorschow grew from the wine with his father Attappay close behind and grabbing hold of Oorschow before he lay him from there. "They're his father missing you, Michi another Sep. "Yell in a loud strong voice that you even the that language or know with me, New let this bitter taste of soap in face. Michi be a lesson.
A Neighbor. Some what was happening and called children and family
Services. And they to Orichuo away for a little while.
When Orichuo returned home. Phiping sent him to school
but because Orichuo was away for a little while he became a new
more different person and was kind hearted and still stuck and
didn't follow instructions or advice or becoming a new item his
father Orichuo.

So Orichuo who always wanted to be a grown up, on the way
home from school would hid himself not being straight done and
hanging around with friends.

One day he went with friends to a tough neighborhood and began
hanging with some of the few guys who got in trouble in the
neighborhood. The leader of these guys who got in trouble said:

"Hello Orichuo... Hi... Some Wadiro Games Seeds... Don't go there to you.
Tell the others it is for you.

"Then Orichuo met two aliens from that neighborhood who knew that
he was just a little boy and got a growing Mangala but wanted to begin
and did what he wanted to do. So they older aliens who were streets
knew that if he planted what he had next to the tree he would grow more than to have the plant of the garden gave
plant in a day. So Orichuo planted the seed and went to sleep
trying to watch over it for the rest of the day.

He woke up finding himself laying well on a hole in the ground where
the seeds was gave and his two green friends. Orichuo Crying laid
herself Crying because he felt he lost a lot. But as he layed.

He was Crying a Sharp thing happened. A Level of that Community
Such as lets bring why sick to Crying...
Ottchou told the leader of the Cummunity his story and because of the story and its lies on it Ottchou Couldn't Grow.
The More he Spoke the More he Stayed the Same in who he was but became without good Character and small he.
Why do I feel so bad and getting smaller? said Ottchou

I can't stop feeling bad and nobody likes me or trust me.
The Community leader told ottchou that every time you lie you would be smaller and Character and more form and yet Smaller and many will beat you.

The Community Leader told Ottchou the better you take care of your health the more you grow and not the about if Ottchou asked how could I make of step and avoiding grow into a respectable child of good Character.
The Community Leader said just stop playing and tell the truth and stop dangerous and hanging with the wrong people.
So Ottchousi promise not to lie and hang with the wrong crowd.

The next day on his way to school from home Ottchou Met a friend who said hey lets go to a party at My House Its always a fun Cool Party at My House I got all the older games. We can play all the Games you want and can dance be kids. We will never grow up and we will always be toys are us kids.

So Ottchou went quickly off with the friend to his house where he felt like a kid in everything they did and eating.
Suddenly, Orson and the other boys found themselves getting smaller and they were no longer understandable to each other. They were turning into baby. The atmosphere of baby land and cut's spell on them at his friend, Cave.

As they wondered around they came bigger and they walked above themselves. They knew like they were walking on a rope in a circus. And the name turned into a circus and the ringmaster appeared. Making Orson work for the circus. Then, Orson cleaned his back along bricks and bricks. So the ringmaster saw no more lived for him and threw him out the circus into the room.

When Orson was out in the rain lighting struck hitting Orson in the heart and Orson began to go again turning into his yourself. As he jumped the joy to throw her fence back and be released on the street. As he turned, he knew hit by a car.

In the car was, out and walking looking for the man. Orson came out hurt, just a few Scopes. After seeing that Orson was at the

Out, Orson was so happy to see him. They hugged each other and

Orson promised to grow up and listen to his father as they drove home. Out, Orson came home get his two, the flu, for being out looking for Orson. Orson took care of her father, out

Making him feel and taking care of all the responsibility. He

went to school and graduated. Worked everyday taking care of his

father and the horse stable. Or, Orson worked hard and studied

hard to begin to grow. Orson, Orson woke up to find his father

healthy and smiling. Seeing that his six was finally grown from

a boy to a real man.
Who have deserved it. Even in her Maturity, Education, Understanding and Gratitude she is an old heart and Experiences has been through. Our child continued to develop into a fine young man. And Ottegey and Gorden lived as a family of father and Son great Kelly Ottegey.

Raphael

Mr. Stud is Procchno